
A HISTORY OF RAPID INDUSTRIALIZATION IN LATE NINETEENTH

CENTURY

The Second Industrial Revolution, also known as the Technological Revolution, was a phase of rapid industrialization
from the late 19th century into the early 20th century. The First Industrial Revolution, which ended in the middle of 19th
century, Economic history of the United States#Late 19th century & Early 20th century.

Conversion of coal to coke only slightly reduces the sulfur content. The industrial revolution occurred in a
number of places across the world including England, North America, Continental Europe, Eastern Europe
and Asia. In traditional societies, people tend to look backwards to tradition for answers to their questions.
Lewis's invention was later developed and improved by Richard Arkwright in his water frame and Samuel
Crompton in his spinning mule. A different use of rolling, which was done at lower temperatures than that for
expelling slag, was in the production of iron sheets, and later structural shapes such as beams, angles and rails.
Other industrially valuable minerals included copper, silver, and petroleum. So what were the consequences of
rapid urbanization during the Gilded Age? The puddling process produced a structural grade iron at a lower
cost than the finery forge. He is credited with a list of inventions, but these were actually developed by such
people as Thomas Highs and John Kay ; Arkwright nurtured the inventors, patented the ideas, financed the
initiatives, and protected the machines. Industries arise when huge markets of capital and labor are combined
to lower production costs, raise each worker's output, and subsequently, create large amounts of consumer
goods. In large part due to the Enclosure movement, the peasantry was destroyed as significant source of
resistance to industrialization, and the landed upper classes developed commercial interests that made them
pioneers in removing obstacles to the growth of capitalism. But still the land hunger of white Americans
continued unabated. For example: Free Speech including the freedom to influence legislation - Corporations
own most TV networks, radio stations, newspapers, billboards, bookstores and magazines, so exercising their
right to free speech allows them to influence more people than what you, or any group of persons, could say in
a public place. By , Singer Sewing Machines employed over 90, people and sold 1. The mechanization of
labor created by technological innovation had made working in factories increasingly tedious and sometimes
dangerous , and many workers were forced to work long hours for pitifully low wages. Benjamin Huntsman
developed his crucible steel technique in the s. One of the inventions of the modern age was the invention of
progress, where people look hopefully to the future. Other inventors increased the efficiency of the individual
steps of spinning carding, twisting and spinning, and rolling so that the supply of yarn increased greatly. The
colonial expansion of the seventeenth century with the accompanying development of international trade,
creation of financial markets and accumulation of capital are also cited as factors, as is the scientific revolution
of the seventeenth century. The United States is now the largest economy in the world. Strikes were painful
events for both sides, the unions and the management. In the production of charcoal cast iron was 14, tons
while coke iron production was 54, tons. Supported the liberties of industrial capitalists at the expense of the
liberties of their laborers wage slaves. By , the vast majority of Americans lived in cities. Socialists and others
who opposed the U. Today, there are several types of corporations: nonprofit corporations that engage in
activities for the public good; municipal corporation, such as a city or town, which are organized to fund city
and town needs; private corporation which are organized to make a profit; and B Corporations that create a
material positive impact on society and the environment and that meet high standards of accountability and
transparency. The early technique of hot blast used iron for the regenerative heating medium. The vast
majority of cities grew with only minimal, if any planning. Mule spun thread was of suitable strength to be
used as warp, and finally allowed Britain to produce highly competitive yarn in large quantities.


